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fuel gas tank inlet fill hose pipe. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Purchased
everything from Mark at CB Performance. You will need to provide your own air cleaners and
caps and a EFI fuel pump from your tank. System can be remotely tuned from CB Performance
via a smart phone and a laptop, truly incredible, even as you are driving. Bring your VW into the
modern age. If you want to add some extras you can adjust for Turbo, Nitrous, dual stage rev
limiter and much more! This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone
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Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 14, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. Item location: Sandpoint, Idaho, United States. Seller:
blueskyssandsun Seller's other items. CB Performance. The EFI is a complete kit minus fuel line
plumbing. This replaces a pair of Weber IDF 40's, which were too restrictive at higher rpms for
an engine this size, even with larger 32mm venturis. The CB Quick Tune kit. The brain box and
O2 sensor. Test fit the intake manifold and throttle body. I removed the engine so I would have
room to work. Hole drilled for CHT sensor. CHT sensor mounted, checking rocker arm
clearance. Trunk area, getting ready to remove fuel tank. Fuel tank removed. I ended up
replacing the brake fluid resevoir with one that mounts on the master cylinder - see later
photos. Locating the new electric fuel pump. Locating the fuel pressure regulator - CB says this
should NOT be mounted in the engine compartment due to heat. Trial fit new "36hp" fan shroud,
needed to clear injectors. Hardline exits the channel and converts to flex hose in the back much easier to route. Stainless hose clamps bolted to the channel. Hardline converts to flex
hose in the front too. Electronics go underneath the rear seat CB "brain box" and O2 sensor
electronics. Big hole drilled and wiring laid out. Engine compartment cleaned up. Dynaliner
sound deadening installed. Fuel supply and return bulkhead fittings on passenger side. Engine
tin powder-coated flat black. Type 4 oil cooler with foam sealing strips to prevent air leaks. Fuel
injectors, fuel rail, and pressure gauge installed to throttle bodies. Fuel injector wiring has to be
routed this way or it will interfere with fan shroud. Trial fit in engine compartment. A lot of wires
on the driver side! Ground wires attached to a common point on engine case. Fuel supply and
return lines. Vacuum line goes to FPR behind wheel well. O2 sensor goes in exhaust and cable
attaches to rear apron. Routing O2 sensor cable along fender well. And up along with main
wiring harness to rear seat area. Throttle bodies installed, fuel lines and vacuum lines
connected. Close-up view of MAP sensor. Close-up view of fuel pressure sensor. Magnecor
KV85 spark plug wires installed to minimize electrical interference. Heater tubes installed and
wiring organized. Mounting fuel pump and fuel filter. Also see new brake fluid resevoir.
Close-up view of fuel pump connections. Zip-tied fuel filter. Hard to mount without kinking the
hose. The fuel tank gets a T fitting for the supply and return lines. Braided hose and AN fittings
are nice to work with! Quick-Tune software running on my laptop, with engine running. Now the
tuning begins! There are several ways to go about creating a budget electronic fuel injection EFI
system. The problem always comes down to how much you're willing to spend. Recently, we
ran across what has to be the least expensive way to get into a truly programmable EFI system.
Once you've assembled it, you can also build a bench-tester to ensure your box works, then
you can install it on virtually any engine from a single-cylinder weed-wacker to a cylinder
Formula 1 engine. The MegaSquirt system we experimented with commands only the fuel
system, leaving the ignition to be controlled however you wish. That's a very simplified
overview. Because the whole MegaSquirt story is more complex, we've had to edit this story
down to the major bullet points in order to make it fit. That means we're only going to show you
the highlights of this kit. But we will get into how it worked for us, our dyno-testing, and how
you can get started on a similar system. If you're old enough to remember the Heathkit
build-'em-yourself radios that came in the mail as a pile of electronic parts, that's exactly how
the MegaSquirt system arrives at your door. There are a couple of aluminum boxes along with a
stack of circuit boards, relays, drivers, diodes, capacitors, and all other sorts of tiny electronic

pieces. We're not that good with electronics, so we convinced our pal Tim Moore to sit down
and solder in all those tiny connections, which he accomplished in roughly eight hours by
following the instructions! The computer is designed to operate in either an alpha-N or speed
density mode. The alpha-N mode is intended for engines with very large camshafts that make
using a manifold absolute pressure MAP sensor difficult. The speed density mode is far more
popular, and it uses the MAP sensor to help establish engine load along with a throttle position
sensor TPS. Assembling the computer will also expose you to all the nuances of EFI and is an
outstanding opportunity to learn how these systems function. The MegaSquirt system requires
a separate computer like a laptop to tune the system once it is operational. This may seem like a
much larger added expense, but the laptop is only necessary when first configuring the system.
Once your tuning is complete, the laptop is not necessary for daily operation. We all know
someone who owns a laptop that can be borrowed for the tuning process to reduce expenses.
Once Tim completed the assembly of the MegaSquirt, he opted to build the stimulator box that
allowed him to bench-test the MegaSquirt to ensure that it worked. Tim also then downloaded
the free software from the MegaSquirt Web site that would allow us to configure the computer
for the engine we would be testing. In keeping with the budget approach of this system, we
decided to test the MegaSquirt on a basic small-block Chevy. Since a couple of the TPI tubes
had been mangled, we also decided to spice up the intake with a set of SLP runners and a new
set of fuel injectors. For example, Olds Quad 4 injectors are capable of significant fuel flow and
are boneyard cheap. We loaded up our trusty small-block Chevy and headed for Westech
Performance where we bolted the up to the dyno and, after some mild difficulties, created a
carbureted baseline for the engine. That's when the fun stopped. After bolting on the TPI
manifold, the engine struggled but never ran correctly despite our efforts. We discovered we
really weren't ready to test the system because we hadn't spent enough time reading the
MegaTune instructions. Eventually we also realized we had not loaded the base fuel map into
the new chip we installed see the "Installer Errors" sidebar--it's high comedy. Eventually we ran
out of time and packed up our small-block and headed back to the barn. Later, we regrouped
and headed to Ken Duttweiler's facility for another shot at the dyno. This time, the engine fired
right up and ran pleasantly, responding to tuning changes for a short time before an errant
ignition ground caused us some grief. Once that was repaired, the MegaSquirt system
responded instantly to tuning changes and within a few minutes we had tuned the entire
wide-open-throttle power fuel map, making an impressive lb-ft of torque with the almost-stock
TPI manifold and SLP runners. We also quickly tuned the idle air-fuel and a portion of the
part-throttle map before calling it a day. Despite some initial skepticism, it's clear that this
MegaSquirt system works extremely well, becoming easy to work with once we learned how to
navigate through MegaTune. There's a bunch of detailed material that isn't in this short story
due to space constraints, so it's worth going up on MegaSquirt's Web site to dial yourself into
all the details involved with this program. The biggest thing we learned from this project was
that the system works as advertised, but that the overall project required a little greater
investment than we anticipated. If you already have a complete EFI manifold with injectors, this
will dramatically reduce the overall cost. It's also important to note that we did not include the
cost of building a high-pressure fuel delivery system. Overall, we feel our MegaSquirt effort was
successful, it worked as advertised, it is the least expensive system on the market, and it's a
great way to immerse yourself in the world of EFI. The system has its limitations, as you might
expect, but it will make power and do the job for a whole bunch less money, especially if you're
good at shopping for parts. If you look at the MegaSquirt system as a great entry-level EFI
system that will teach you all kinds of things about EFI, then you've got the right idea. One of
the options for building the MegaSquirt system is to also construct something called a
MegaSquirt Stimulator. This slick little tool is a simple signal generator that uses a circuit board
and five potentiometers that operate like volume control knobs on your stereo to create signals
that simulate engine rpm, MAP, coolant temperature, throttle position, and inlet air temperature
voltage output. By connecting the stimulator to the MegaSquirt computer along with a laptop,
you can use the MegaTune software to evaluate the signals from each of the five inputs to
ensure that the MegaSquirt ECU is performing properly. We used the stimulator box several
times to evaluate the MegaSquirt when diagnosing engine problems. In all but one case, the
stimulator box proved the computer was fully functional and our difficulties were caused by
outside problems see sidebar "Installer Errors". The stimulator turned out to be a wonderful
diagnostic aid we used several times to prove that the ECU was not the problem--even when we
were convinced it had to be bad! The only issue we never fully resolved with our quick
evaluation of the MegaSquirt was too-lean readings from our three-wire, heated oxygen sensor.
Luckily, we had decided to also use our new Innovate Motorsports wide-band oxygen sensor to
help us tune the ci small-block. When the narrow-band oxygen sensor didn't agree with the

Innovate unit, we ignored the narrow-band sensor completely. Time didn't allow us to go into
why that unit failed, but it may have been just a poor sensor or perhaps a wiring problem with
the sensor. The MegaSquirt circuit certainly performed as intended. The beauty of using the
Innovate system is that we were able to quickly establish best power using the air-fuel ratio
sensor to hone in on best power. At first we aimed for Still using the wide-band sensor, we also
partially tuned the midrange cruise to run around for best highway fuel economy and also used
the feedback from the unit to set the idle air-fuel at The MegaSquirt is intended to use the
narrow-band oxygen sensor to run in closed loop, and if our sensor had cooperated, it's clear
the system would have worked just fine. But for wide-open-throttle tuning, the Innovate
Motorsports wide-band sensor sure made it easy to get us close to best power with its accurate
air-fuel information. After three quick back-to-back full-power runs, we had peak power dialed in
with a few keystrokes on the computer. Here's where we come clean. Did this installation go as
smoothly as it might appear? Absolutely not. But that's not because the MegaSquirt is a difficult
system to master. Granted, this is not a system for the entry-level car crafter who barely knows
one end of a screwdriver or injector from the other. But neither is this system overly difficult.
The difference is that with this budget-based system, the designers are letting you do more of
the work. We did have difficulties, but almost all of it was self-inflicted. The reason the engine
was tested on two different dynos is that during our original test at Westech, we had
engine-related problems that complicated our attempts with the carbureted baseline. Eventually
we discovered that in earlier work on this engine I had placed a solid lifter on the intake lobe of
Number 2 cylinder that kept the intake valve open and killed the power. Once we fixed that
problem, we ran into trouble getting the injected version to run. We discovered an intermittent
connection problem with the chip that showed up when we checked operation with the
stimulator. However, the engine still wouldn't run properly and we ran out of time. Later, Tim
discovered that we had forgotten to load the base fuel map onto the second chip! Dyno-testing
at Duttweiler looked like it would be a cakewalk, and at first the engine fired right up and ran
well with the base VE map. But suddenly, the engine would run rough, misfire, and quit. Since
the MSD box does emit electro-magnetic noise, we thought that might be the problem.
Eventually, we traced the intermittent problem to the white wire on the MSD box occasionally
grounding out to the tray on the dyno! Once we insulated that wire, the engine ran like a champ!
The point of all this is that only once was there a problem with the MegaSquirt and that was qui
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ckly rectified. The rest of our problems were self-inflicted, yet we still kept thinking that the
source of our frustration was the MegaSquirt computer. The lesson here was that we tend to
blame the stuff that we don't understand, when usually it's some dumb mistake that we've made
that has nothing to do with the black box. This is a lesson that was hard-earned and worth
remembering. The following is a list of the parts we used to build the MegaSquirt system and
run it on the engine. It's a little confusing, because you purchase Printed Circuit Boards PCBs
from MegaSquirt, but the rest of the electronic parts are from a separate company called
Digi-log. It's all on the MegaSquirt Web site. Since the TPI manifold was designed as a torque
piece, the test was not about making horsepower but instead to show that the MegaSquirt could
perform as intended. Had we outfitted the Victor Jr. Overall, the test was a complete success.
Close Ad. Jeff Smith writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

